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About This Game

XOXO Droplets is a free-to-play dating sim. There's an optional paid DLC that increases the amount of dateable guys and adds
a few neat extra features. The DLC is available in a bundle with our other project, A Foretold Affair, for a discount!  GB Patch

Bundle

Story:
The story begins when our nameable protagonist finally transfers into the boarding school of her dreams at the start of her

junior year in high school. It would be perfect if it wasn't for that little catch attached to her enrollment: her parents will only let
her keep attending the school for her remaining two years if she doesn't make everyone there hate her by shunning them, like

she always does.

Do your best to show just enough interest in the other losers around to appease the folks while still having time to chase after all
the attractive guys in the MC's afterschool group, which just so happens to be a group for chronically unfriendable people.

No, seriously folks. When we say the protagonist and main love interests are a big ol' jerk squad it's not a mistake and it's not
an understatement.

Features:
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3 distinct jerky main boyfriend options: Everett Gray, Nate Lawson, and Shiloh Fields

6 side characters who'll be your buddies and 6 minor clique boyfriend options, each with a bonus effect that makes the
game easier

Partial Voice acting for every significant character by a talented cast

The option to break up with your bf and start dating someone else, if you feel like it

A variety of methods to manage your Reputation with the unimportant students

Part-time jobs, stores to visit, useful items, optional mini-games, an in-game phone to call a guy up and arrange a date at
one of several different locations

Over 132,00 words. Hundreds of different events, including a collage-style ending system where you get events for every
goal you achieved during the game

Cheat codes for those who don't give a f*ck about gameplay and just wanna see the events

Cast List:
Everett Gray: DJ Horn

Nate Lawson: Belsheber Rusape
Shiloh Fields: Brendan Blaber

Bae Pyoun: Griffin Puatu
Jeremy King: Calvin Joyal

Pran Taylor: P.M. Seymour
JB (Nameable Protagonist): Dee Margret Turner

Alicia Rosales: Anairis Quinones
Missy Smith: Elsie Lovelock

Kam Sung: TonyOnorific
Adrian Wulu: Kyotosomo
Lucas Kaiser: Tom Aglio

Cala Gerges: Dani Chambers
Nurse Lynn: Michael Kovach
Romeo Franco: Rowan Cross
Trent Duncan: Joseph Ryan
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Title: XOXO Droplets
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
GB Patch Games
Publisher:
GB Patch Games
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2017
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steam needs to stop coming out with games that dont work properly. we the customers buy games from steam and think the
games are going to play properly and out of no were games dont work the right way missing codes for actions performed in
game doors not opening exe errors no support for 1920x1080p simply because the source were ever they get all there dlc content
just sucks badly or is just broken completly modifications altering games to a point were they are simply unplayable and on top
of all that they dont even have a phone number to reach support directly u have to fill out some bogus form to wait god only
knows how long for a support agent to respond to u with no fix to your problums last time and this time i got a game from steam
i had to search all day on google to try to find a fix a fix that steam did not provide to there cutomers after they sold a game to
theme it seems there just all about the money :( if they where to be more about customer satisfaction they would probably be
more loved after all you go thru you have some bogus respons from some bogus rep saying sorry and simply not doing anything
to help you with your problums but after all i still love steam simply because they offer great games not all there game are bad
just the old titles that need to be worked on or tested and fixed before release to the customers to purchas i love you guys over at
steam im just angry at all the bull that does not get fixed or at least tested and fixed befor realease my bad for my bad spealing
lol much love .. This is a game that kinda really sucks. Here is why I think this:

-Barely anyone plays this game and there is nothing to do alone

-There are no AI if you wish to play alone or can't find a game

-When you join a normal server you start with only 2 guns: An assault rifle with only 30 rounds and a pistol with 24

-Terrible graphics

-Messes up my settings and sound!

-Crashes every 3 mins

-Lags for no reason

If you do get this game you will most likely hate it. This game is just another peice of garbage that waste's your time. DO NOT
GET THIS GAME!

p.s I know this is an early stage game and there is only 1 developer, but look at Unturned. It is a much better game from only 1
developer.. Interesting game. Hard to start, but after one hour or two of play, the game runs more smoothly.
The interface is unfortunately very counterintuitive and should be improved, which is a shame because the game seems to have
a lot of things, but you do not understand how to do them!
The management of the family and intelligence, however, I found really inspiring. I have not managed to understand all the
implications, but it looks promising.
I'd like to learn more about the Families and to have the opportunity to create my own Family.
Overall I had a good impression.. Well I have completed the game and only then came to the conclusion that I have been
waisting my time, so decide for your self, well for me its better than the crew and other mindless arcade recers.. Midway is a
brilliant game and shows an interesting perspective on the second world war. The graphics and mechanics of this game were
great at its time of release and still enjoyable to this day.. For a game that promises to be bigger and better than its predecessor
in every way, Evil Strikes Back falls flat in almost every area except for (arguably the most important) the music. Whereas the
previous installment was equal parts satire of the recording industry and love letter to the late, great Frederic Chopin, this one
has more nods to musicians that were deceased far more recently, with amazing tributes to the likes of Falco, Freddie Mercury,
and Michael Jackson. You won't hear Chopin's influence here, but you'll still hear some amazing tracks that duplicate the folk
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and contemporary music of the regions that you visit. It's not only deceased musicians who get their due, either, with characters
lampooning the likes of KISS and Lady Gaga.

The part that was disappointing to me, however, was the story. The first game was quirky and charming, with clever satire
mixed with other jokes and jabs at pop culture or random silly bits strewn about. Frederic himself was a somewhat smug, if
charming, fish out of water, what you would expect of a composer who had been dead for a century and a half being brought
back to life in today's world, trying to adjust to modern musical trends while keeping his own legacy alive and learning the
reason for his return.

This time around, Frederic is almost insufferably full of himself, not to mention extremely modernized. This could have worked
if some amount of time had passed, but the story is supposedly set immediately after the ending of the last game. He frequently
trades substance for style, which seems to be running theme of this game this time around. It's still entertaining, it's just sad to
see the hero, who was so lovable the first time around, turn into something rather obnoxious with little reasoning for it.

SPOILERS:
At the beginning of the game, Frederic loses his heart (I assume in a metaphorical sense, considering the imagery), which could
explain the way he's behaving, if it weren't for a few things: 1.) he still manages to be kind and charitable when it suits him, 2.)
he was acting this way both before and after it was returned and 3.) the first game already dealt with him trying to find his heart,
in a more literal fashion (a nod to the controversy surrounding the fact that while Chopin was interrered in Pere Laichez
cemetary in Paris, his heart is enshrined in an urn filled with alcohol in Warsaw). Basically, he's already gone around without a
heart, and managed to be a good character regardless of it, if an unwitting pawn in a grander scheme.

That's not to say this game isn't without its own degree of charm and humor. Most of the references are nods to internet memes
this time around, sometimes subtly, sometimes more obviously but to hilarious effect (especially the ending). But as a music
game, if you're not in it for the story, then it's still more than solid. The soundtrack is easily equal to, if it doesn't surpass, the
first game's, and the gameplay hasn't been radically changed, but mixed up just enough to keep it fresh.

It's sad that the storytelling isn't as strong as it was the first time around, but like the previous game, the fact that it includes a
free copy of its stellar soundtrack makes it worth the price of admission alone. That you get a fun and quirky music game in the
deal is all gravy.. the game is in fact "mindless" it's a side scrolling game where all you do is hit spacebar to jump over spikes
which will kill you even if you dont hit the sharp end also you jump over pits of water which will kill you if you get too close
even if you don't fall in. it's very hard and not fun enough to achieve the skills to eventually beat the very hard story mode. the
achievments are too hard to get, and the trading card drops are broken. not reccomended even for farming cards or
achievements. Amazing!, Setup a map, add some bad guys, setup the weapons, have somefun, easy, whats not to like.

The video of how to setup is really great, well done and easy to follow, you get what you see.
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Really nice games, the atmosphere is well developed and the isolated architecture is very cool. Do not expect a "fun" game
though, the game provides more interesting things than just fun.
If you like narrative experimental games, you should definitely try this, it reminded me of games like Kentucky Route Zero, but
this is not a copy, it is its own thing.. 2 x times as good as 1. Superb VR experience , prepare spare pants you will S**T yourself
lol.. Compaired To Unreal 1 Its Crap.

Story isnt really that good.

Characters are somewhat memorable

The Shooting SUCKS

The Weapons SUCK

Your as slow as windows vista

The Graphics are great

Game is really, really (REALLY) broing

It ends the same way as Unreal 1

I just cant recommend it to any one, i can only reccomend it to FPS nuts like me who have to play everything, or if your
insanely curious.
. Honestly this game is trash It's just a Resogun mimick. Resogun is awesome though :D
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